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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be the set of all polynomials and let Piln be the subset of B whose 
elements have degree not exceeding IZ. 
By Q(x) we denote an even convex, twice differentiable function on 
(- co, co) for which Q’( co) = co, 
x(Q”WQ’(x)> G co (-a tx < co) (1.0 
and such that Q’ has increasing tendency for x > 0, i.e., 
0 G Q’W < (1 + 4 Q”(.d (0 < Xl < x2). (14 
Here co , c1 and in what follows cz ,... are positive numbers depending on the 
choice of Q only. We put 
wdx> = ew{-Q(x)) (1.3) 
and we denote by qn the (unique) positive solution of the equation 
qnQ’(aJ = ~2. (1.4) 
Note that along with {qn} the sequence fQ’(q,J = n/q%) is increasing so that 
1 < qsn/qn < 2. Moreover by (l.l), 
Thus (q2n/qn)co+1 > 2, so that 
1 < c2 < 42&n < 2. (1.5) 
For a measurable g let jj g 11 = ess SUP-,<~<~ 1 g(x)/. The main result of the 
present paper is 
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THEOREM 1.1. We have for every P, E gDin , 
Ii WQP~’ II < ~3(~/4n> II WQP% II (n = 0, a,,..>. (4.5) 
Special cases of (1.5) were proved earlier by us in [3,4, 6, ‘i’]. Theorem 1.1 
is proved in Section 3 after we develop the necessary tools in Section 2, 
Theorem 1 .I has important applications in approximation theory. In our 
present paper we deal with one of these applications: the weighted ~olyuomia 
approximations of the derivative of a function by the derivatives of a sequence 
of polynomials which approximate the function itself, see Section 4. A further 
important application of Theorem 1 .I to converse theorems of wei 
polynomial approximation we intend to treat in a subsequent paper. It will 
be shown there that (1.5) can be extended to 9B-norms.1 
As a last application of our result we give in Section 5 lower estimates for 
the distance of consecutive zeros of certain orthogonal polynomials. 
2. LEMMATA 
We call w a weight function if W(X) 3 0 (- 03 < x < co), X%(X) E 8 
(m = 0, l,...) and jym w dx > 0. For an arbitrary weight function w we 
denote by (p,(w; x)> the sequence of orthogonormai polynomials with 
respect o w (see [a]). We observe that we” = exp(--Q) is a weight function 
for every a! > 0. In fact, we have for / x j > qT 
Q(x) = Q(i x I) = Q(qJ + j jz! Q’(t) dt > Q(qJ + 
n, 
= Q(qJ + r lodl x l/d 
i.e., 
wQ(x) < wQ(%)(qd x 1)’ (1 x I > c&J> (2.9 
and this implies that x~[w,(x)~ E 8 for every nonnegative integer m. 
Let now w be an arbitrary weight function and let @: ~9 --jr R be a linear 
functional on B. We introduce the expressions 
(2.2) 
where I runs through all the elements of Pnel for which Q(r) # 0. In (2.2) 
and in all what follows, whenever lower and upper bounds of an integral are 
not marked the integration must be extended over the whole real line R. 
1 See note added in proof at the end of paper. 
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LEMMA 2.1. We have 
n-1 
43w @> = c {@bk(~N~2. (2.3) 
k=O 
Remark. This lemma is well known in the special case when @ is the 
evaluation functional, i.e., CO(T) = T(X) for some fixed x E R; see [l, 
Theorem 11.3.1; 2, Theorem 1.4.11. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We can express an arbitrary T E 8,-, in the form 
n-1 
44 = C akpk(w 4. 
7c=o 
We obtain 
and the sign of equality is valid in (2.4) for ak = @[plc(w)] (k = 0, l,..., n - 1). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w1 and w2 be two weight functions for which 
w,(x) G w2cd (-cc <x<oo). (2.5) 
Then we have for every linear functional @ 
U% ; @> < uw2; @I. (2.6) 
This is clearly a consequence of the definition (2.2). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let w,,(x) = w&x) for / x 1 < qn and won(x) = 0 otherwise, 
thus wQ2(x) 3 W&(X); then we have for n > cq and.1 x j > qzfi , 
n-1 n-1 
& [Pk(w02; 41” < & kdw‘& ; 41” d c&c5n(q2n/l x 1>2n wi&-+ (2.7) 
Proof. The first half of (2.7) is a consequence of Lemma 2.2. The second 
half was proved in [9] as Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.4. There exist numbers c, and c8 so that for every n > c7 and 
every E E [-c,q, , c,q,] there exists a polynomial of degree n, r,(x) = 
r,(wo , f; x) for which we have 
r,(x) < 2wd-d (I x I -=z WJ, (2.8) 
r,(E) = w&3, (2.9) 
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Remark. Under more restrictive conditions with respect o 
was proved in [9] as Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. For 1 x j < qn we have by (1.1) and (1~2) using the fact that Q’ 
is even, Q”(x) < (1 + cl> Q”(q,> < (1 + cl> co(Q’CqnMn) = (1 + 4 ~oGGL?; 
the last step we obtained from (1.4). We infer that for j x / < qn and I C$ / < qn 
Q(x) < Q(5) + (x - 8 Q’(fl + 40 f 4 coWnz>(x - Eb” zf Q(t) t 
(2. I 1) 
We observe that j 5 / < qn implies / Q’(t)/ < Q’(q,) = n/qn . Thus we can 
choose 1 > c8 > 0 so small that we have 
j Yc(x)l < lo-% (I x I < wn 7 I 6 I < QiGJ. (2.12) 
Let v = [n/2] and 
d4 = c W/r!>, (2.13) 
r=0 
thus for n > c7 (i.e., for large u) 
4 < e-9,(u) < 2 (I u I < v/w. (2.14) 
By (2.11) (2.12), and (2.14) 
r,(x) zf e-Q(c)sv[-Yt(x)] < 2eeecz) 
Since ‘PC@) = 0 and Ye’@) = Q’(f) we see that Y,(X) satisfies (2.9) and (2.10). 
Moreover, (2.8) is implied by (2.15) and (1.3). Finally, as a consequence of 
(2.13) and v = [n/2] we have r* E .Pn . 
We consider now the sequence of orthonormal polynomials (p&~?~~; x)> 
with respect o the weight wo2. 
LEMMA 2.5. We have, provided that Q satisfies the conditions stated in 
the introduction, for every real [ and every natural n 
Remark. Equation (2.16) was proved in our lecture [9] under the 
additional condition Q”(2t) > (1 + cI1) Q”(t) (t > c12) and for the weights 
(1 + x2)a/a e&” (/3 < 0) in our paper [5]. 
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Proof. First let us assume that j [ / & i&q, . We have by Lemma 2.1 
as applied to the functional 4(P) = P(Q 
In the last two steps we used (2.8) and (2.9). Since g, = Pr, E Y2n--1 we obtain 
from (2.18) and the transformation x = c,q,t 
2 Gl(q,/~>[wo(~~12 (I t I G JFNJ. (2.18) 
For the last step see, e.g., [2, Theorem 3.3, Chap. III]. This proves (2.16) 
for 1 f 1 < +c,q, and we know from Lemma 2.3 that it holds also for 
I E I 2 eY2n , thus it holds by (1.5) for I 5 1 3 cllqn . We fill the gap 
+c,q, < I 5 I < cllqn as follows: In virtue of (1.5) we can find a sufficiently 
great natural number r so that we will have q,.Jqn > 24~s so that j 5 j < 
cd implies I 4 I < hh and consequently, by (2.18) as applied to rn in 
place of IZ 
Consequently, (2.16) is valid for every real f. Q.E.D. 
Let us consider now the polynomials prc(wOm ; x) and plc’(wcn ; x) (see 
Lemma 2.3). 
We denote the coefficient of xk in prc(w,,J. by yk(won). Let the zeros of 
plc(w”,J be in decreasing order xVl, (V = 1,2,..., k) and the zeros of ple’(w&) 
in decreasing order we denote by &;llo (p = 1,2,..., k - 1). It is well known that 
all zeros xV7, are real and simple and they all are situated in the interval 
of support (-qn , qn). By Rolle’s theorem 
&+l,k < e uk < xuk * (2.19). 
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Since the weight won is even, P~~(w& is even for even k and odd for odd k. 
Let k be odd and I x [ 3 Zq, , then by (2.19) 
and by a similar argument he inequality 
PL’($& ; 4 < (k/q,) P&&L ; 4 (x > 2&l,) 
is valid also for even values k; thus it holds for every natural k. 
(2.20) 
LEMMA 2.6. We have for suficiently great cl2 
n-1 n-1 
c ~P7&& nr G c LPlc’(&?z ; 01” G wJ;;2(~> (1 r I > Cl2%). lc=L? k=O (2.21) 
ProoJ: The first half of (2.21) we obtain by applying Lemma 2.2 with the 
functional $,(f) = f’(f). The second half of (2.21) is a consequence of (2.20) 
and (2.7). QED. 
LEMMA 2.7. If Q satisfies the conditions tated in the imwduction WC hwe 
for every real ( and every natural n 
K,‘(wQ”; [) Zf y [pk’(Wg2; 01” < c,,(n/qn)3[~~o(5)]-“~ (2.22) 
R=O 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 
[Kn’(wo2; Q-’ = p~~i, [P’(f)]-” i‘ P”v~~” dx 
We set P(x) v,(x) = IV&) Y(x). Clearly YE .PenPI and by (2.10) and (29) 
we have P’(E) = Y’(E) li- Q’(f) Y([). 
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The last “mm” expression in (2.23) is decreased if we allow for the 
concurrence very polynomial of degree not exceeding 2n - 1 and not just 
polynomials divisible by Y, ; thus 
li 
WrL 
[Y(x)]2 dx. (2.24) 
-w&l 
Combining it with (2.2) we see that the last minimum expression is of the 
form h,(w, ; $0 where W,(X) = 1 for / x / < csqn , w,(x) = 0 otherwise, 
and 4$(f) = f’(t) + Q’(<)f(t). By Lemma 2.1 we infer from (2.24) 
(2.25) 
An elementary calculation shows that 
where PI, is the kth degree Legendre polynomial. Standard estimates on PI, 
and P,’ (e.g., [l, Theorem 7.3.3 resp. Theorem 7.32.41) show that for 
I f I f ksqn we have I POW, ; E>I < c14di2 and I P~‘@L ; 01 < wa3’2. 
Moreover, 1 f I < &,q, < qn implies I Q’(E)/ < n/q, ; thus 
I PlcY% ; 0 + Q’(E)plc(wn ; &?I < c,,nq,3’2 (I t I < bq,). (2.26) 
Equations (2.25) and (2.26) together prove that (2.22) holds under the 
assumption / t / < +c,q, . As a consequence of Lemma 2.6, (2.22) is also 
valid if I 6 I > c12qn . The gap corresponding to the values +c,q, < 4 < c12qn 
can be filled in by the same argument as that in the last part of the proof of 
Lemma 2.5, i.e., replacing y1 by rn and taking r sufficiently large but 
fixed. Q.E.D. 
In. concluding this section we mention that by virtue of Lemma 2.7 of 
our lecture note [9], the leading coefficients yv(wa) of pv(wo) satisfy 
YY-l(wOMwQ) G c17qzv G 2c17qv (v = 1, 2,...). (2.27) 
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3. PROOF OF THE MARKOV-BERNSTEIN-TYPE INEQUALITY 
Letfbe a measurable function for which wQ j f / is essentially bou~ded~ i.e., 
jj w&Ii < co. Thus we can expandfin the series 
a"(fi'Q2; f> = J' +mjP"(n'& t> WQ2W 03 (v = 0, l,...). w4 
We denote the sum of the first m terms of (3.1) by 6;,(wQ2;~ x)~ 
s,(w&f; -4 = j- Kn(w& x, Of(f) w&t> 4 (3.3) 
where in consequence of the Christoffel-Darboux formula (see e.g., [I] or [2]) 
m-1 
K,(we"; x, t) = c P"(W& x)pv(14Q2; tj 
v=o 
_ Ym-l(W2) . PmO~e2; -4Pm-l(wQ2; t> - Pm-l(‘t’a2; 4Pm(WQ2, 0
YwdWQ2) x-t i3.4) 
By differentiation we obtain 
s,‘(wg2;f; x) = J K;*“)(we2; x, t)f(tj 14’Q2(t) d  (3.3 
with 
K$O)(lQ2; x, tj 
m-1 
= llo P”‘(M’& 4 P”(wQ2; f> 
= Ym-1(WQ2> 
[ 
Pm’(w2; x)P,-l(l~Q2; 0 - P:,-l(“vQ2; xjp,(w$; t> 
%dw Q? x - t 
_ bd~Q2; x)hdwQ2; t> - hn-l(+~Q2; x> &dwQ2; t) 
(x - tj2 (3.6) 
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Proof. Let I, = [x - (q&z>, x + (qn/n)l, J, = (- 00, 00)-l;, , 
resp .
fi(x) = i;(x) 
(x E IA (3.8) 
(x E Jn>, 
i.e.,f = fi + fi , and consequently 
The estimate of the first term is simple: Taking m < IZ and Lemma 2.7 in 
consideration, 
/ Sm’(WQ2;fi  x)1 = J”xy(y;;‘j(t) K:so)(wQ2; x, t) wQyt> dt 
n 
(3.10) 
In order to estimate the contribution of the s,(wo2; fi ; x) we introduce the 
auxiliary functions 
sqt) = $L, 9%(t) = &. (3.11) 
By Bessel’s inequality the coefficients of the orthogonal expansion (3.1) of 
& resp. 9% satisfy, in consequence of (3.8) and (3.1 l), 
resp. 
Q2; c)l” < 
(3.12) 
If0 [adw Q? ~nll” G [II WQflll” j-& = ; (E)” [II WQfll12* (3.13) 
Following an idea of T. Carleman (see [2]), we have by (3.5) and (3.6) 
s,‘(w~~;f~ ; x) = ‘;-gQ;’ {p,‘(wQ2; x) a&wQ2; &) 
m 
- d&w $; 4 a,(w~~; %J - PAWQ~; x)a,-,(w d; gn) 
+ Pm-1(wo2; 4 %(l~,Q2; ~,)I. (3.14) 
‘n 
; [pm’(w*2; x)]” llZ 
i ! 
2 [a,(wo2; sqJ]2J1’2 
0 
+ ($ [pm(w& x)]~)“~($ [a,(wo2; %n)]z 
Inserting in the last expression the estimates (2.22) and (3.12), resp. (2.16) 
and (3.13) we obtain 
We see from (3.9), (3.10), and (3.15) that (3.7) holds true. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we have for euery 
PnE~rL 
II wopn !! G 4G*(~lCL) II WQPn I!* (3.16) 
Remark. We have proved in Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.7 resp. concerning 
(2.27) in [9] that our assumptions (2.16), (2.22), and (2.27) are satisie 
provided that Q is convex twice differentiable Q’( co) = a, and it satisfies (1.1) 
and (1.2). It follows that Theorem 1.1 is implied by Theorem 3.2. In tu~-~ QW 
assumptions do hold also for weights which are more general. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. In consequence of the evident 
%dwo2; pn ; x) = P,(x) (m = n + 1, n + 2,...): valid for every nz 
every 9, t5 8, , the shifted de la VallCe Poussin means 
V,(M’&f; x) = (l/n) F s,(w& P, J x) 
n+i 
satisfy 
and 
u,yw& P, ; x) = P,‘(x) (P, E .9,). 
relation 
> n and 
(3.17) 
(3,3&s) 
(3.1%) 
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Thus by (3.18b), (3.17) and Theorem 3.1 for every P, E gin 
wQ(x) 1 P,‘(x)1 = (l/n) F Gn’(wQ2; p, ; 4 we(x) 
ni-1 
Thus II wd’n’ II d ‘b&k) II wd’n Il. Q.E.D. 
In concluding this section let us observe that (3.16) and (2.16) together 
imply (2.22), which in turn was used to prove (3.16). Indeed it follows from 
(2.16) by Schwartz’s inequality that the expression 
n-1 
&dwQ2; x; v) = c Pv(wQ2; x>dwQ2; u), 
0 
which is a polynomial of degree y1 in x for y fixed and vice versa, satisfies 
I Kn(wo2; x9 Y)l WQW WQ( v> G GM&J. (3.19) 
We apply to (3.19) r-times the inequality (3.16) with respect o the variable 
x and r-times with respect o the variable y and infer that the expressions 
n-1 
K;J’(wQ2; x, y) = C P;~)(w~~; x) pjr)(wQ2; y) (3.20) 
0 
satisfy the inequalities 
/ K$',T)(W 2. 
Q 2 x, u)i wQcx> wQb> < Co(4Cl,)2'(n/qn)2T+1. 
By setting x = y we get 
(3.21) 
n-1 
c [pf)(wQ2; x)]” < coeC21T(n/qn)2T+1[wQ(x)]-2. 
0 
(3.22) 
Clearly, (2.16) is the special case r = 1 of (3.22). Note that we proved the 
validity of (3.22) under the conditions (2.16), (2.22), and (2.27) which are 
satisfied under our assumptions concerning Q formulated in the Introduction. 
4. ON SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 
We start this section by compiling some earlier results which we are going 
to apply. 
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hMMA 4.1. The partial sums s,(woz; f, x) of the o~t~ogo~a~ expansion 
(3.1) satisfy 
(-00 < x < co>. (4.1) 
?71==1 
PJ*OQJ This is a consequence of (2.16) and (2.27) and is proved along the 
lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1; see [9, Theorem 4.11. 
By virtue of Lemma 4.1 the shifted de la Vallte Poussin means (3.77) has 
the property that 
and P, E B be such that 
ll(f - P&o II < k(WO ifI. 
By (3.18a) we obtain from (4.2) and (4.3) 
illf- fhdw2; f>lwolll < IlCf - Pn)w, II + II %(Wa%f - 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.41 
(4.3 
< (1 + 2%,) IU- P&c? /I G w + a211 4WQ if>* 
In the rest of this section we assume that 
Q’CWQ’W > 1 + cz2 (x > 4. (4.6) 
Let us observe that (4.6) does hold under the condition that 
~(Q"(W(Q'(~)) > ~24 (x > GJ3). (4.71 
LEMMA 4.2. If Q satisfies (4.6) besides all the conditions stated in the 
Introduction then 
Xn(wQO; <) Ef [K&v& cw < G&,/4 w e”G> (I f I < %qlzI. (4.8) 
is was proved in [lo]. 
For an f satisfying wof E 9 we set 
$)(w, ;f) ~fj~~e J If- P / w. dt. (43 
LEMMA 4.3. Let f be of bounded variation in everyjinite interval then we 
have under the same conditions as in Lemma 4.2 
2(wo ; f> G c,,bh> J w&) i df@N (4.18) 
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This is obtained by combining results of our paper [8, Theorems 2.2 and 3.11 
with Lemma 4.2. 
By A, we denote the set of functions g which satisfy I/ wa g 11 < co and 
which are orthogonal to Pdn with respect o the weight w02, i.e., 
i’ gP,wo2 dt = 0 (P, E g’n>. (4.11) 
LEMMA 4.4. We have 
11 we(x) loz g(t) dt /I G G&n/4 II gwo II k s 4. (4.12) 
Proof. (See [9, Lemma 5.41.) Letting 
4,(t) = qjYt) (t E PO, xl), 
=o (t $f P7 xl>, 
we have for arbitrary P, E pm 
and by virtue of Lemma 4.3 
(4.14) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 9 be absolutely continuous and /[ Fwo I/ < co. Then the 
polynomial 
satisfies 
v,(wo2; F; x) = S(O) + Jo* v,(wo2; 9’; t) dt E @a (4.15) 
II woP - vn(wQ2; WIII < G&dn> 4w0 ; =V. (4.16) 
Proof. In consequence of (3.17), F - v,(wo2; F) E A, . Consequently, 
by virtue of Lemma 4.4, 
!I w,[F - V,(w& S)]ll = /j w&x) Jo= [F’(t) - v,(w& 9’; t)] dt / 
< c,,(sLh) II WQF - fJn(wQ2; ~>lll 
< c2dqn/4 4~0 ; F’>. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.6. We hazje 
%(Wo ; $1 < q&&) %-I(“0 ; .F>. (4.17) 
PPOOJ We proved this lemma under additional restrictions on Q in 133 
(as Lemma 6.1). The proof is the same: Lemma 4.5 implies 
E,(WQ ; 9) < CQl(q,/n) /I w.F’ ‘i (4.18) 
and we replace in (4.18) P by 9’ - P,-, , where P,,-I E .S?p,,-1 satisfies 
1; W&F - PJ < 2~,-~(wo ; F). 
TIHEOREM 4.1. We assume that Q satis$es the conditions ojthe ~~trod~ct~o~ 
and also satisfies (4.2); let 9 be continuously d~~e~e~t~ab~e nd let P, c .9, 
such that 
,I wov - Pn)ll < Tn ~ (4.19) 
Then 
I/ w&F - P,‘) < c,,(n/q,)7jn + C29E,-i(wQ ; F’). (4.20) 
Remark. If T,~ < ac,(wo ; 9) we have by (4.20) and (4.179 
I! ~~(9 - Pn’)!l < ac2&/qn) 4~~ ; 9) + ~~~~~~~~~~~ ; .p3 
< (ac28c26 + c2d ~,-d1~0 ; 9’); (4.21) 
i.e., the derived sequence of a sequence which is good approximating to F 
with the weight w. is again a good approximating sequence to .P with the 
same weight. 
PPOOJ of Theorem 4.1. In consequence of (4. IS) and (4.19) 
iI waCVn(wQ2; ~9) - P,III < 17n + q&&) 4~~ ; w>; (4.22) 
thus by virtue of Theorem 3.2 
1: ~~,C~?Z’(W 0%; 9) - P,‘]ll = 11 w&,(w& 9’) - P,‘]~I 
G 4dnlqJh + ~&~ln) G(WQ ; 9’11. (4.23) 
Finally, by (4.5) 
1’ w,(F - P,‘)il < jj w,[.F - V,(WQ ; S’)j! + 11 Wo[21,(w~2; OF) - a,‘]:1 
< rC,,(B/q,)~, + [dC,,C,, + 2(1 + 2C,,)] %(WQ ; :F’). 
(4.24) 
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5. ON THE ZEROS OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 5.1. By a proper choice of the positive numbers c3,, cSl , cz2 
every pair of consecutive zeros x,, and x,+~,~ of pn(wo2; x) which are situated 
in [--Iraq, 9 cSOqS] satisjies 
c3d4d4 < x,, - xr+l,n < c~~WY~). (5.1) 
Proof. The second part of the inequality (5.1) was proved in [lo]. We 
can assume without loss of generality that C,, < 1. The proof of the first part 
runs as follows: By the Christoffel-Darboux formula we have, taking in 
consideration that pn(wo2; x,,) = 0: 
G(wQ2; XT, ; x) fzf Sf1p,(wo2; XT3 Pdwe2; 4 
!J=O 
_ Yn-dWQ2) ?h-l(WQ2; x,,)Pn(wQ2; x> --~ 
yn.tw Q”) x - xv, (5.2) 
We infer from (5.2) that 
Kdwo2; XT?& 3 &+1,n) = 0. 
By [lo, Theorem 3.11 we have 
&(w Q2; XT, , xm) 2 C33whJ w;;2hJ. 
In turn, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 we have for every x E (-co, co) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
i 
n-1 n-1 
< v;. bv(wQ2; -&)I2 ’ 2 [Pv’(~Q~; xm)12 “’ 
II=0 i 
< c&/qn)“[wQ(&,) wQ(x>l-‘. (5.5) 
Now let x E [x?+r , x,,]; thus by the already established right-hand side of 
inequality (5.1) 0 < x,, - x < C,,(q,/n). Hence 
1 (2(XTn> - Q(X)1 < C3z(4n/n) . Q’(c30%J e C3zkh/n) Q’kd = c32 
so that 
[w&4-’ G c3,~wo(xm)l-1 6 E h+1,n 3 4). (5.6) 
From (5.5) and (5.6) 
IW~-4VL(wQ2; x,, ; x>>l < c34(n/q12)2[w~(x,,)l-2 (x E [x,+1,72 5 x,,1>. 
(5.7) 
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y (5.3), (5.4)9 and (5.7) we have 
Note Added in Proof. We extended inequality (1.5) to ynP,-norms and applied it to the 
weighted polynomial approximation in “Approximation Theory II” (G. G. Lorentz, 
C. K. Chui, and L. L. Shumaker, Eds.), pp. 369-377, Academic Press. 1976. 
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